GENUINE PARTS

for KD Series Generators
TM

WHY CHOOSE KOHLER
GENUINE PARTS?

®

From turbochargers to oil filters, KOHLER genuine parts can help
you keep KD Series generators running at peak performance.
™

TRUSTED PERFORMANCE
Designed to perform under the toughest environmental conditions,
KOHLER genuine parts achieve high G-Drive performance expectations
and help extend generator life. They’re designed precisely for KD Series
generators—not reverse-engineered like “will-fit” parts.

KOHLER QUALITY STANDARDS
Genuine parts materials and design features are selected for specific
KOHLER G-Drive engines to consistently deliver high-quality fit and
performance. They undergo extensive lab and field-testing as part
of the overall power system to ensure everything works as expected.

EXPERT SUPPORT
KD Series generators are backed by some of the best warranties in
the business and should be protected by the best parts and service.
In addition to peace of mind, choosing geniune parts provides you
with comprehensive support, training, and technical assistance
straight from the factory.

REDUCED TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
Ensure maximum efficiency and reliability—and reduce costs over
the engine’s life cycle—by performing recommended maintenance
with KOHLER genuine parts.

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE
KOHLER genuine parts are easily accessible, which can reduce
customer downtime, improve your responsiveness and provide
a competitive advantage.
Southeast Asia
65 6264 6422

North America
1 800 544 2444
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Part by Part,

KD SERIES GENERATORS
ARE BUILT TO LAST.
™

We know your customers have big expectations for KOHLER

®

generators. That’s why we ensure every part that goes into them
meets the highest standards for operation and durability. Help keep
those generators running at peak performance by ensuring any
replacement parts are KOHLER genuine parts.

Turbocharger
Matched specifically to each engine,
turbochargers are designed to provide the
optimal quantity of air to reach maximum
power and reduce fuel consumption.

Fuel System Pump
The high-pressure fuel pump reaches
2,200 bar pressure—enabling the common
rail injection system to perform at the
highest levels.

Common Rail Injection System
The proprietary CR system offers
best-in-class fuel consumption and
has been engineered specifically for
G-Drive applications.

Oil Filtration
KOHLER oil filters are designed to protect
the engine and support steady, longlasting performance—even under high
temperature fluctuations.

Engine Control Unit
The engine control unit controls all
functions of the engine, granting a perfect
match of hardware and software. Using
our diagnostic software KODIA, you can
resolve issues quickly or even prevent
them—leading to outstanding engine life.

®

STOCK OUR PARTS
BOOST YOUR SERVICE
Be sure you can deliver top-tier service by stocking plenty of KOHLER

®

genuine parts. Get started with an Intro Kit made up of Service Level 1
and some Service Level 2 parts.

LEVEL 1: BASIC MAINTENANCE PARTS
Maintenance that can be carried out without dismantling parts from the engine.
Examples: oil filter, fuel filter, belts and fuses

LEVEL 2: ADVANCED MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PARTS
Maintenance involving partial disassembly of the engine.
Examples: voltage regulator, water pump and battery charger

LEVEL 3: MAIN OVERHAUL PARTS
Maintenance requiring complete disassembly of the engine.
Examples: top- or lower-end rebuild

Parts Stocking List
For complete parts stocking lists,
please visit the Kohler Power
Resource Center and click on
Industrial and then Parts Bulletin.

To Order
To order KOHLER genuine or a parts display
stand, contact your Aftermarket Parts Coordinator
at aftermarket@kohler.com, or internationally
at international-aftermarketparts@kohler.com.
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